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GRIN Verlag Jul 2014, 2014. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. 297x210x1 mm. This item is printed
on demand - Print on Demand Neuware - Essay from the year 2004 in the subject Philosophy -
Miscellaneous, grade: distinction+, Murdoch University (Institute for Sustainability and Technology
Policy), course: Policy, Technology, Democracy, language: English, comment: Short essay, 1000
words , abstract: Formatting the statement: How to deal with If-Questions The statement
'Sustainability can be achieved by developing smarter technologies' can be seen as an affirmative
answer to the following question: [1] If: Sustainability can be achieved by developing smarter
technologies If- or respectively decision-demanding-questions allow two possibilities to answer: an
affirmative and a negative one. Someone who wants to claim the proposition of the question is
obliged to give a proof. Someone who wants to dispute the proposition of the question is obliged to
give a refutation. To identify what such a proof or rather a refutation has to contain, it is helpful to
note down the question again to show the logical structure more clearly: Is it the case, that [1 ] If
developing smarter technologies then Sustainability can be achieved Obviously it concerns an
implication clause, which demands further propositions that allow...
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This is actually the finest pdf i have got study right up until now. It can be full of wisdom and knowledge Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Reese Morissette II-- Reese Morissette II

I just started looking over this ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this published e publication. You are going to like the way the
author compose this publication.
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